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Abstract: In this work, equivalent circuit models for conductivity, reference, and potassium ion
sensors are introduced and validated. The models help to understand and verify the sensors’
functioning and to determine the selective element of the potassium sensor as a capacitance that
occurs below 1 Hz. Measurements at 100 mHz suggest that the phase response of the sensor reveals
advantages concerning response time and stability compared to the typically used magnitude.
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1. Introduction

With increasing health risks coming from environmental pollution, it has become
more important to monitor our health and environment in a comprehensive and accessible
way [1,2]. To solve this, we are developing cost-effective impedimetric biosensors for the
detection of ion concentrations in, e.g., water or sweat [2,3]. Electrochemical impedance
spectroscopy (EIS) is a powerful measurement method that allows for the fitting of equiv-
alent circuit models. This allows us to understand the working principle of our sensors
and to determine and improve the selective sensor element. Moreover, we show that once
the impedance behaviour of a sensor is well understood, it can be used for sensor failure
detection during development, but also later during application. Therefore, we present
an extensive study of the impedance behaviour of multiple miniaturized sensors for ion
detection in fluids.

2. Materials and Methods

We manufactured three sensor types, namely conductivity sensors, reference sen-
sors, potassium (K+) sensors. Sensor electrodes were manufactured as described in the
work presented in [2]. The conductivity sensors consist only of bare gold interdigitated
electrodes (IDES) on flexible polyethylene naphthalate (PEN) foil. On top of the IDES
we placed the ion-selective membrane (ISM), which contains either no ionophores (refer-
ence) or K+ ionophore III. All sensors were characterized using EIS at frequencies from
one MHz–100 mHz (sensor functioning was shown in [2]). EIS measurement results were
used to gradually develop equivalent circuit models of the sensors. We then compared the
fitted values (Gamry Echem Analyst) for the passive components (i.e., R, C) to the theoreti-
cal values obtained from FEM simulations (COMSOL) in order to verify coherent results.

3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Circuit Fitting

We derived three circuit models for conductivity, reference and K+ sensors (see Figure 1).
The solution resistance Rsol is the sensitive element for the conductivity sensor, but due
to the lack of an ISM, there is no selectivity for a specific ion. A reference sensor without
ionophores contains an added R||CPE circuit of the membrane. The constant phase
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element CPEdl representing the electrode|membrane interface is independent of the ion
concentrations. For sensors containing ionophores, we observed selectivity at this interface,
which is visible as a capacitive behaviour at frequencies below 1 Hz. Therefore, further
sensor characterizations were performed at a frequency of 100 mHz. Moreover, the circuit
fitting helped to improve the sensor design by finding the optimum ISM thickness and
overcoming issues with interface charges. Lastly, defect membranes can be identified
during development but also during sensor application, allowing for fast failure detection.
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Figure 1. Equivalent circuits and fitting results for 1 mM and 25 mM K+ solutions. (a) A conductivity 
sensor, (b) a reference sensor and (c) a K+ sensor that shows cross-sensitivity towards Na+ below 1 
Hz. 

3.2. Potassium Sensor Response 
Measurement results of a potassium sensor in different concentrations of K+ at 100 

mHz are shown in Figure 2. The response time of the phase is faster and shows less drift 
than for the magnitude. This is related to the capacitive behaviour of the sensor at low 
frequencies. To our knowledge, until now there had been no research performed on the 
phase response of impedimetric or conductometric ion sensors. 
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Figure 2. Potassium sensor and its response at 100 mHz. (a) Picture of the potassium sensor. (b) 
Change in magnitude of the impedance and (c) change in phase for varying K+ ion concentrations. 
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Figure 1. Equivalent circuits and fitting results for 1 mM and 25 mM K+ solutions. (a) A conductivity
sensor, (b) a reference sensor and (c) a K+ sensor that shows cross-sensitivity towards Na+ below 1 Hz.

3.2. Potassium Sensor Response

Measurement results of a potassium sensor in different concentrations of K+ at
100 mHz are shown in Figure 2. The response time of the phase is faster and shows
less drift than for the magnitude. This is related to the capacitive behaviour of the sensor at
low frequencies. To our knowledge, until now there had been no research performed on
the phase response of impedimetric or conductometric ion sensors.
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Figure 2. Potassium sensor and its response at 100 mHz. (a) Picture of the potassium sensor.
(b) Change in magnitude of the impedance and (c) change in phase for varying K+ ion concentrations.
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